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Conformally Covariant Operators
in Clifford Analysis 
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Abstract. Following recent work of Peetre and Qian, the conformal covariance of convolution 
operators involving the fundamental solutions to iterates of the Dirac operator in Euclidean 
space is described using Vahlen matrices. This conformal covariance is applied to a number of 
problems, including Dirichlet problems over unbounded domains. 
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1. Introduction 

The fact that a Möbius transformation over R" with n > 2 can be expressed as (x) = 
(ax + b)(cx + d) - ', where x E R' and a,b,c,d belong to a Clifford algebra and satisfy 
certain constraints, was first pointed out by Vahien [24]. This approach was pursued 
by Maass in [17], but for the most part the approach remained forgotten until Ahlfors 
re-introduced the idea in a number of papers in the 1980's (see, for instance, [1]). Since 
this re-introduction, a growing number of authors (see 14, 6 - 8, 14, 19 - 21]) have found 
this approach to be very useful. 

In [21], we show that if D is the Dirac operator with respect to the variable y E R' 
and f((ax + b)(cx + d)') is a Clifford algebra-valued function satisfying the equation 

Df((ax+ b)(cx + d) - ') = 0 

where k E {1,2,...} and  = (ax+ b)(cx+ d)', then there is a function Jk(', x ) such 
that

Jk(p,)f((a + b)(cx + d)') 

is annihilated by D, the Dirac operator acting with respect to the variable x. The 
result in [21] is established using a local argument involving Almansi decompositions 
of f(y). In [4], Bojarski uses an adaptation of this argument to show that if g(y) is a 
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Clifford algebra-valued C lc -function defined over a domain in R", then there is a function 
J_k(çO,) such that

+ b)(cx + d) - ') = DJk(p,x)f((ax + b)(c . + d) - ').	( 1) 

Consequently, J_k and Jk are intertwining operators for the Dirac operator. An analo-
gous identity to (1) has previously been established in [13] for the Dirac operator over 
Minkowski space using the group SU(2,2). 

More recently, Peetre and Qian [20] have obtained a more direct and geometric 
proof of the identity (1). It is this approach that we shall use here. 

After setting the stage with some preliminary results in Section 1, we move on in 
Section 2 and use the method employed in [20] to show that the fundamental solutions 
to the operators D k are conformally covariant. Specifically, we show that 

Jk(, )Gk (p() - p() *	= Gk(. - y) * J-k(, )f('p())	( 2) 

where k = 1,2,... when n is odd and k = 1,2,...,n -1 when n is even, Gk (X) is the 
fundamental solution of D, p(x) (ax + b)(cx + d)' and * denotes convolution over 
R'.

For the case k = 1, this result can immediately be combined with (1) to exhibit the 
conformal covariance of the Pompeiu representation [12] for C1 -functions on R". Until 
now, the Pornpeiu representation has only been described over bounded regions. How-
ever, as a Möbius transformation can transform a bounded region into an unbounded 
region, it follows that we can obtain this formula over unbounded regions. The confor-
mal weight Jk ensures the appropriate decay at infinity. 

We then turn our attention to the differential operator D + A(y), where A(y) is 
some Clifford algebra-valued potential. We first show that this operator transforms to 

D	
(cx + d)A(y)(cx + d)	

when k = 21 - 1 
-	IIc. + dI144' 

and it transforms to

	

	
A(y)	

when k = 21. D+
IIc+ 

During this process we also exhibit a conformal covariance for solutions to the equation

(D + A(y)) 	= 0. 

We are also able to show that generalized solutions to this equation are conformally 
covariant.	 - 

Following arguments presented in [10], we use the Cayley transform to exhibit a 
power series expansion of solutions to the equation (D + A(y))f(y) = 0 on upper half 
space, under the assumption that A(y) satisfies certain reasonable constraints.
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Using the formulae (1) and (2), we are easily able to establish the identity 

DGk(z - * h(z) = (_1) k h(y) 

over unbounded domains, provided h(y) satisfies certain smoothness and decay condi-
tions. Consequently, we can construct a solution to the equation Dg(y) = h(y) under 
these conditions. Solutions to this equation have only previously been constructed using 
a Runge approximation theorem (see [5]). 

The convolution Gk(z - y) * h(z) is sometimes called the T-transform (see [121). 
Having established the conformal covariance of the T-transform, we are, in Section3, 
in a position to adapt arguments given by Gürlebeck and Sprössig till to characterize 
the space of L2 -integrable functions over an unbounded domain which are orthogonal 
to the space of L2 -integrable solutions to the Dirac equation over the same domain. 
This enables one to extend the arguments given in [11], and to study Dirichict problems 
over unbounded domains. The study of Dirichlet and related problems over unbounded 
domains using Clifford analysis has recently been developed by a number of authors (see 
[3, 15, 16]. However, none of those approaches make use of the conformal covariance of 
the T-operator. 

Much of Section 3 is taken up with establishing nine lemmas. The purpose of 
these rather technical lemmas is to set the stage for solving the Dirichlet problem over 
unbounded domains with sufficiently smooth boundaries. These lemmas enable one to 
carry over results from the bounded setting to the unbounded one. In order to do this, 
one needs to extend some basic results on the T-operator deduced over bounded domains 
in [12]. In particular, while in [12] it is assumed that the T-operator acts on bounded 
0-functions, it is necessary here to assume that the underlying function may admit a 
singularity of certain order at one point. The first four lemmas of Section 3 show that 
the results on T-operators obtained in [12] do indeed carry over to this context. 

Preliminaries. Let An be the real 2-dimensional Clifford algebra generated from 
R'1 , subject to the anticommutation relationship ee, + ee = —25, where 1 i,j 
{e}'_, is an orthonormal basis for R" . and bii is the Kroneker delta. Consequently, 
the algebra has as basis elements 1, e,..., e,..., e 7 , ..., e j,, ..., e i , ..., en where 1	r 
and j, < ... <j,.. Basic properties of the algebra An are described in [2: Part 1] and 
elsewhere. One important property of An is that if x = XICI + ... + xnen E R \ {o), 
then x has a multiplicative. The inverse is —j II x II 2 , where 11IL1 2 = x + ... + x. The 
vector 1IftII 2 is called the Kelvin inverse of the vector x. Another important property 
of A n is that it contains the pin group 

Pin(n) = {a E An: a = a 1 a, where p E N and aj E 5m_1 ç R n (1 < j 

where Sn_I denotes the unit sphere in R i'. For each element a = a 1	a, E Pin(n) we 
may denote the element a, a i E Pin(n) by a and note that the action aä describes 
orthogonal transformation over R. As the action a x a describes a reflection in the 
direction of the vector a E S' and each orthogonal transformation can be expressed 
as a finite product of reflections, it follows that there is a surjective group homomorphism 

: Pin(n) -i 0(n).
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It may easily be determined that {±1} c KerO. In [2] it is shown that HerO = {±1}. 
So Pin(n) is a double covering of 0(n). 

In the discussion on Pin(n), we introduced the element a. More formally we may 
introduce as the anti- automorphism ': A -i A n : e3, -* e3, .. es,. Instead 
of writing - (A), we shall write A for each A E A. It may easily be verified that 
AB = BA for all A,B E A. 

Definition 1. A matrix ( ) with a,b,c,d E A and satisfying the conditions 

(i)a=ai ... al ,	b=bi ... bm,	C=C . . . Cp,	d=di ... dq 
with l,rn,p,q EN and a,b,c,d E R" for 1 i 1,1 j <m,1	k p 
and 1 <h 1 

(ii) aE, Zd, db, ba E R' 

(iii) ad- b = 1 

is called a Vahlen matrix. 

It is reasonably straightforward to show that the expression 

(ax + b)(cx + d)' 

is well-defined on R nU {oc} and describes a Möbius transformation over this set (see, for 
instance, [1]). It is also the case (see [1)) that any Möbius transformation over R'Utoo) 
can be expressed as (a + b)(cx + d)' where ( ) is a Vahlen matrix. This way of 
describing Möbius transformations over W' U too) was introduced by Vahien in [241. 

We also have 

Theorem 1 (see [1]). Under matrix multiplication the set V(n) of Vahlen matrices 
over R n is a group. 

The group V(n) is a direct analogue of the group SU(2, 2) used to describe Möbius 
transformations over Minkowski space (see [131). 

We also will need towards the end of Section 3 the anti- automorphism 

- : A -+ An : e 1	e j	(-1)'e	e. 

We denote -(A) by A for each A E A. 

We now turn to some of the basic function theory associated to Dirac operators in 
R'1 . We begin with 

Definition 2. Suppose that U is a domain in R  and I : U -p An is a C'- 
function which satisfies the equation el f-(x) = 0 for each E U. Then f is axj
called a left-Clifford holomorphic function, or a left-monogenzc function. If f satisfies 
the equation	1-(x)e3 = 0, then f is called a right-Clifford holomorphic function,axi
or a right-monogenic function. The differential operator E n e3 - is called the Diracaxj 
operator, in Euclidean space, and it is denoted by D.
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We shall often write Df for and ID for >—i	It is worth notingj=	axi
that —D2 = A, the Laplacian in R". 

Function-theoretic properties of functions which are either left- or right-Clifford 
holomorphic have been extensively studied over the years (see, for instance [3, 5, 8 - 
12, 14 - 16, 18 - 211). An example of a function which is both left- and right-Clifford 
holomorphic is the function G i (x) = w; ' x II x II" where Wn is the surface area of the 
unit sphere in IR'2. 

One basic result for the Dirac operator over IR" is the following generalization of 
Cauchy's integral formula. 

Theorem 2 (see [12]). Suppose that f : U -i An is a left-Clifford holomorphic 
function and M is a bounded Lipschitz domain lying in U. Suppose furthermore that 

E M. Then

JaM 

where n() is the outward-pointing unit vector to the surface OM at x and da() is the 
Lebesgue measure on ÔM. 

As M is a Lipschitz domain, it follows (see [221) that n(x) is defined almost every-
where on OM. Similarly, we have that if f(x) is right-Clifford holomorphic, then 

= am 

The proof of Theorem 2 is a very simple adaptation of the proof of the classical Cauchy 
integral formula. 

Now consider the following functions Gk(x) for k E N: 

Bk 

Bk IIln_2m 
Gk(x)=

II.IIn_21 

B 1
k

1 
IIilt_2m

when k=21+1 and 1€ N
(n odd) 

when k = 2m and m E N 

-  when k= 21+land 1= 0, 1, ..., n

(n even) 
when k=2m and m=1,... —1 '2 

while
where p=k—n and k>n. 

Here, B 1 = w'. Also, B	w;', and for k > 1 the real numbers Bk,B'k and CA; are 
chosen so that DGk(x),= Gk— I(). 

Using Stokes' theorem and a simple homogeneity argument, we have 
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Theorem 3. Suppose that g U -i An is a C'-function. Then 

g(Lo) = I	(1)k_mGk+(IL - 
vnI	 (3) 

+ f G,(x - )Dkg(x)dxn 

for each point 10 E M, where M is a bounded Lipschitz subdomain of U 

Corollary. Suppose that g R' - An is a Ckfunction with compact support. 
Then

g() = I G,(x -	 (4) 

When k = 1, formula (3) gives a generalization to R n of the classical Pompeiu 
representation formula for 0-functions defined in the complex plane. 

We also have via an elementary convolution argument 

Theorem 4. Suppose that U is a bounded domain in aT' and g U -p An is a 
bounded Ck -function. Then 

D 

	

	 g(x)dxT' = g(). 
j 

Gk(x -  

Corollary. Suppose that g U - A n is a Ck.function with compact support. 
Then

Dc I	 (5)
Rn 

Let us denote the right An -module of A n -valued Ckfunctions with compact support 
by .Fk(A). Also, let us denote the right As-module 

{h:W'__An : h=Gksg for some gE.Ik(Afl)} 

by XLk(A). Putting the corollaries to Theorems 3 and 4 together, we have 

Theorem 5. The operator Gk .Fk(A) —i Kk(A )	g Gk * g is the inverse 
of the operator Dk : Kk(A) —4 .1(A) : h i-

It follows that the operator G 1 corresponds to the operator D' (see [201). Conse-
quently, we can also refer to the operator Gk as D_k. 

Using the identities (4) and (5), the identity	- y' =	(y - x)y' and the
fact that the Jacobian of the Möbius transformation (ax +b)(cx+d)' is IIc+dII2T', 
where 11c + d 11 2 is the absolute value of the real number (cx + d)(cx + d), Peetre and 
Qian [20] show that 

J_k(cp, )Df((a + b)(cx + d)') = DJk(co, x)f((ax + b)(cx + d) 1 )	(6)
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where y = (a + b)(cx + d), D is the Dirac operator acting with respect to the y 
variable, and

cx+d 

jr,(,) 

= { II

c + dII-2' 
1 

II c + d"-2

cx+d 

=

	1 1cX
1 

II c + d+2"

fork=21+1 with 1EN0 

fork=2m with mEN 

fork=2m-1 with mEN 

for k = 2m with M EN. 

The identity (6) was first established by Bojarski [4] using different techniques. This 
identity shows that the operator Dc is intertwined by the operators Jk and J_k. 

2. Conformal covariance 

We begin with the following 

Theorem 6. Suppose that (ai. + b)(cx + d)-' is a Möbius transformation over 
R  U fool and g R'1 -i An is a Ck.function with compact support. Then for n odd 
and kEN, and for n even and kE{1,...,n-1} we have 

Jk(c.)f Gk(() - )g()d" = f G(x- y)J_k(,y)g('(y)) dytm 

where z = , (y ) = (ay + b)(cy + d)'. 

Proof. First, we may note that for n even we have that 

((_1)h/2+1_/2+1+1 for k = 21 + 1 and 1 = 0,..., -1 
Gk(x

) = (_1)f/2+m_f/2+m for k = 2m and m = 1 ...	- 1 '2 

Also, if ( ) is a Vahien matrix with c 0, it follows that 

(ax +b)(cx+d)' =ac 1 -(cxE+d), 

so that
- , ( y ) = (cyE + d) 1 - (c .ë + d)' 

='(y+cd 1 c 1 -'(+c'd)c1 

= '(IL+cd)(y-)(y+c'd)c' 

(ILE 	 - 

= (c-T+ d)'(y- )(cy+ d)'.
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Similarly, we obtain that

-	= (cx+d)' (y - x)(cy + d)' 

whenever c = 0. It follows that 

Gj((x)—p(y)) = Jk(c+d)_lGk(y_)ik(cy+d)_1 

for n even and k = 1,... ,n —1. Consequently, 

fRn 
G,p(x) - 

= Jk()' 
j 

G(y - )fk(,y)'g(o(y)) IcdII2n 

= Jk(co,)' 
j 

A similar argument holds for all k when n is odd  
As Gk contains a log function when n is even and k > n, it is clear that the 

previous argument breaks down in these cases. It is also clear that the proof of the 
previous theorem does not rely on k being an integer. 

Consider the functions 

Hc(x)=jj—---	and	Ic(x)xHa(x) 

where a E R. We have via identical arguments to those given in the proof of Theorem 
6

Theorem 7. Whenever the convolution., 

j
H0 (x - y) 77 (y) dy"	and	JR I(x - y)'(y ) dy" 

are well-defined, we have 

Ka(cox)j Ho ((x) —z)ij(z)dz" = fR 
H(x— y)K_a(,)ii(co(y))dy" (7) 

and

	

Lc (ox)	Ia((x) - z)(z)dz" = j I,(x— y)L_p,b(cp(y)) d 11 "	(8) f  
where

1	 1 K0(o,x) 
= II c + dli" 	 11c+dii2"—

and 
cx+d	 cx+d 

L0(ço,x) = iIc+dIi"	
L_(,) 

= 11c+dii2""
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and
z=(y)= (ax +b)(cx+d)' 

The operators H,, and I,, are examples of conformally covariant operators, as they 
satisfy the identities (7) and (8). When a = n + 1, we get that I,,(.)	JILII''. 
In this case, 1,,(x) =	RJ(x)e), where R,(x) is the jth Riesz potential in IR" (see
[23]). The conformal covariance of En , Ri (IL)ej has previously been observed in [8). 

Let A 0 (C) denote the complexification of A,,, and let L2 (A,,(C), R) denote the 
right A,,(C)-module of A n (C)-valued functions which are L 2 -bounded over R 0 . As the 
Fourier transform of 10 +1 is ie/IIeII, where E R 0 (see [231), it follows from Plancherel's 
theorem and arguments given in [8] that we have 

Proposition 1. The operator gJ+öI,, 1 : L2 (An (C),R) --- L2(A,,(C),R) is 
a conformally covariant operator, where a, 5 E C and I is the identity map. 

The cases a = ± 1 and S = 1 have previously been described in [8]. We may also 
observe that Theorem 7 remains valid if we assume that a is a complex number. 

We now turn to establish a conformal covariance for the formula (4) for the case 
k = 1. We begin by noting that by similar arguments to ones given in [20], and elsewhere, 
we obtain 

Proposition 2. Suppose that S is a smooth, orientable surface in R0, and f,g 
S -p A,,(C) are integrable functions. If ( ) is a Vahien matrix, then 

JS 
f(y)n(y)g(y) da(y) = J-'(S) f ((x)) fi (, 1)n(x)J, (, x)g (p(x)) 

where y = (x) = (ax + b)(cx + d)-' and	'(S) = { E R0 :(x) eS} 

From Proposition 2, formula (3) and Theorem 6 we immediately obtain 

Theorem 8. Suppose that g: U -p A n (C) is a 0-function and M is a bounded 
region in U with Lipschitz continuous boundary. Then for any Vahien matrix ( ) and 
for any point y = cp() = (a + b)(c + d)' in M 

G, (y - )n(y)g(y)da(x) T IM G(y - 

= J,(p,x)' f	G, ( IL -	n(x)J,(p,x)g(p(x))da(x) \ a(-'M) 
-J 

where y = (x) = (ax + b)(cx + d)'. 

Theorem 8 shows that the Pompeiu representation formula from Clifford analysis is 
conformally covariant.
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One crucial observation is that though we have assumed that M is a bounded 
domain, we do not need to assume that p'(M) is also bounded. For instance, we 
could take M to be the unit disk ciB(O, 1) = {x € R' : 114 < 1} in IR and (x) to be 
the Cayley transform so that 

p 1 (clB(O, 1)) = Ii" = {y E R : y > 0), 

where ci denotes topological closure. 

We shall now take a closer look at the formula (3) when k = 2. In this case, we get 

g() = lam (Gi (y - )n(y)g(y) - G2 (y - )n(y)Djg(y))da(x) - 

— f G2(y—)D,()g(y)dy'. 
M J 	- 

Now,

[ G2(y—)D,()g(y)dy' 
JM -	- 

	

= J2(,)' I	 (9) 

Jçp '(M)	 - 

Upon realizing that Gi((x)— () = G2 ((x) - p()) D, we may observe that 

I )n(y)D,,(y(Gi(y -	n(y)g(y) - G2 (y - )g(y))dcr(y) 

J2(x)_1(law-,	(G2(—)_(cx+d) Dz)n(x)_(cx+d) 
(M)	 IIc+ d 11 2	IIcx + dIIn29 

- G2 (x - )(, x)n(x)D1J1 (, x)g ((x))) da(x). 

It follows from (9) that when k = 2, then the right-hand side of (3) is equal to 

g(()) + J2(,)' f	G2(x -	DJ2(,x)g((x)) dx'. 

When '(M) is a bounded set, then 

	

J2(, )g(((xo)) + J	G2( -	DJ2 (p, )g((p()) dx'1 

=
 J

(c	-	ri(x)J2(ço,x)9(p(x)) 
8-1(M) 

- G2 (x - )n(x)D J2 (, )g ((x)) da(x)).
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Consequently, 

Ja;P-'(M)  \
( i x - )n(x)J2(,x)g((x)) 

- G2 (x - )n(x)D1 J2 (o, x)g ((x))) dc(x) 

L '(M) ((c2(
	

(cx+d) D )(-)_(cx+ d) 
-	 -	

ic + d2 	11c + dII—' 

- G2 (x - zL0 %o, jj)n(j)D.J- j (W) ^EWWGO) ) du(j). 

It follows that when k = 2 and - '(Af) is a bounded domain, then the integral formula 
(3) is conformally covariant. 

Suppose now that ''(M) is no longer a bounded domain. Then we may consider 
a domain sequence {M} 1 such that 

(1) A.f1 is bounded 

(ii) M1 ç 

(iii) M, I M. 

By applying the previous calculation to each of the bounded domains M,, it follows 
that the identity (3) remains valid even if -'(M) is not bounded. Consequently, we 
have deduced that when k 2, then the integral formula (3) is conformally covariant. 
Similar arguments may be used to show that the integral formula (3) is conformally 
covariant for any positive integer k. 

We now turn to look at the differential equation 

Df(y)+A(y)f(y)=O	 (10) 

where A(y) is some A(C)-valued function defined on a domain U As 

D k = J_k(C.+d)'DJk(C.+d), 

we have 

Proposition 3. Suppose that f(y) is a solution to the differential equation 

Df(y) + A(y)f(y) 0 

on the domain U, where A(y) is a Ckfuiiction with values in A(C). Then 

Jk(c+d)f(co(.))
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is annihilated by the operator 

D+ (Xd)_A((x))(
	

d) Ik	
IIc.+ dl 

when k is odd, and it is annihilated by 

D+ A(cp(x)) 

Hex + dll2k 

when k is even. 

We also have 
Proposition 4. Suppose that I : U —i A(C) is a generalized solution to the 

equation (D+A(p(x)))f(ça(x)) = 0. Then Jk(cx+d)f(p(x)) is a generalized solution 
to the equation

(Dk+ (cx+d)A(p(x))(cx+d)'\	
-	 11 

hex + dll2k	
g 

when k is odd, and it is a generalized solution to the equation 

( 
D+ A(ço(x)) 

)g()=0 –	hl c + dlI2k 

when k is even. 

Proof. Suppose that 'i U —p A(C) is a C'-function with compact support, 
and such that the support of (x)) on pU) is also compact. Suppose also that f: 
U —+ A(C) is a generalized solution to the equation Df(()) + A(ço(.))f(p()) = 
0, and k is odd. Then we have	 – 

I (y)D
	
( )f(y)d(y' = JUb(y)A(y)f(y)dyh1.	 (12) 

Now

J ((y)D)f(y)dy = J-1(U) (&())Jk()D) Jk(y,) f((x)) 
11c + d hI 2 U 

The right-hand side of the previous expression simplifies to 

J( ((x)) ik(, x)D) Jk(ço, x)f(p(x)) dx". 

The right-hand side of (12) can now be re-expressed as

 f	f(W("))	
–___	

dx" Ilex + d hh 2 " – 

which simplifies to 

-j
Jk()(d)_A()) 

'(U)	 hlc + dlI2k (' ) Jk(, x)f(p(x)) di". 

Consequently, Jk(.p,x)f(p(x)) is a generalized solution to the equation (11). A similar 
argument holds when k is even I
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We now turn to look at solutions to the equation (10) on some bounded domain U. 
First, we consider the case k = 1, and with A(y) a C'-function on a domain U,, with 
clU c U,. Suppose now that g(y) is a C' -solution to the equation Dg(y)+A(y)g(y) = 0 
on U2 , where clU C U2 and clU2 ç U,. Then, from Stokes' theorem we have that for 
each Yo E B(0, 1) 

g() - 
1U2 

G i (y - A(y)g(y)dy" = 
JaCIU2

G,(y —)n(y)g(y)do(y) 
  - 

The term appearing on the right-hand side of the previous expression is a left-monogenic 
function. 

Following [9: Chapter 4] and [10], we can go further than this. We shall first denote 
the right A(C)-module of bounded left-monogenic functions or, U by B(U, A(C)). 
This module is a generalization of the Bergman space of bounded analytic functions on 
a domain in the complex plane. We may now deduce 

Theorem 9. Suppose that f(y) E B,,. (U, A(C)) and A(y) is L, -integrable over 
B(0, 1), with p > n. Moreover, let SUPY EU II_II q IIA()I p .< 1 where I + = 1. Then 
the series

ca 

>GA* k f	 (13) 

defines a bounded integrable function on U, where G A(y - ) = G,(y - )A(y), and 
GA *' f denotes the k-fold convolutions of GA over U acting on f . Moreover, the 
function (13) is a generalized solution to the equation Dg(y) + A(y)g(y) = 0. 

Proof. That the series (13) defines a bounded function follows immediately from 
Holder's inequality and the fact that f is a bounded left-monogenic function on U. On 
putting

co 

g(y) = >(GA k 

we have from HOlder's inequality

co 
JU 

g(y)dyn	
C ( U)> sup IIG i(_) II q IIA() li p IIfII oo <	(14) 

 k=Oo 

where C(U) is the volume of U. Consequently, (13) defines a bounded, integrable 
function. 

Now suppose that : U -i A(C) is a C'-function with compact support. As 
g(y) is a bounded integrable function, the integral 

J
(,)D ) >GA k f(y)dy	 ( 15) 

U	 k=O
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is well-defined. Moreover, via the inequality (14), we have that the expression (15) is 
equal to

>21 ((y)DV)GA*kf(y)dyn. 
k=OU 

Via Fubini's theorem, we may observe that 

L(i,b(y)D)GA k f(y)d	J f (?,b(y)D)Gi(y - y')A(y')GA k_1 

As

JU (0(y)D)G1(y—y')dy' = 
- 

then

L
(,t' (y)D)	GA k	dy" 

= LO (Y)A'(y)  >2 GA k f(y) 
k=O

Via a Möbius transform () = y, it follows that if F() is a bounded left-monogenic 
function on the domain	'(U), and A(y) is an L1'-integrable function on U, with p ^: n, 
and sup, u IIG i (_)II q IIA()II p < 1. Then	G8*'F() is a generalized solution 
to the equation (D+B(x))g(x) = 0 on	'(U) where 

B(x) - (cx+d)A(p(x))(cx+d)
-	IIc+dII2 

Of particular importance here is the case where	1 (U) is an unbounded domain. In 
greater generality we have 

Theorem 10. Suppose that f(y) is a bounded solution to the equation Dg(y) = 0 
on the bounded domain U, where 1 = 1,... ,n - 1. Suppose also that A(y) is an 
integrable function with p> 2, and 

sup II G1(Y - 0 )lqIl 4( y )Ilp < 1 
y0 EU	- 

where I + 1 = 1. Then

G,,8 k Jk( C . + d)f(ço(x)) 

is a generalized solution to the equation 

(D+B,(x))g(x)=0 

on	'(U), where

{ (cx+d)A(p(x))(cx + d)
when 1 is odd 

II c + dIV' - -
	A((x))

when I is even 
II c + dIIxl
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and

Again, it may be observed that although U is a bounded domain,	'(U) need not
be bounded. It may also be observed that if we simply assume that 

sup IGg(y_)A(y)dyII
I

<1, 
Y0EU  

then the series GIC,M *' f(y) gives a generalized solution to equation (10) on U 
for any bounded function satisfying D'f(y) = 0 on U. In this case, we do not need to 
assume that U is bounded, and we can allow k to be an arbitrary positive integer. 

Let us now assume that U = B(0, 1), and that the series P1(y) converges 
uniformly on B(0, 1) to the bounded function f(y), where D'f(y) = 0 and D'P,(y) = 0, 
and each P(y) is a polynomial homogeneous of degree 1. Letting (x) = (e 1 + 1)(—-
e i )', the Cayley transform, we have 

Proposition 5. If  = 1,... , n - 1 and 

sup	II Gi(i - o )IIqIi4(Y)IIp < 1 
y0 EB(O,1)	- 

with 1 + -- 1 and p> , then the series P

Q 10 = E Gk,B 1 Jk(,)Pl(()) 

i3 a generalized solution to the equation (Dec + B(x))h(x) = 0 on the upper half-space 
H'3 , where

I ( e jj^ 	1)11 1 — e i II_ 2k when k is odd 
B(x) =	A(,(x)) 

I when k is even. III - el 112k 

Moreover, the series	Q(x) converges uniformly on H'3 to the function 

>JGk,B 
1 Jk(tp,)f(ço()).
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3. The T-operator on unbounded domains 

In [12] and elsewhere, the T-operator over a bounded domain U is defined to be the 
convolution

LG, (y - )y) 

where yo E U and &(y) belongs to some suitable function space over U. If (y) is 
assumed to be a bounded C'-function on U, then Theorem 6 tells us that 

J10)' 
1,-,(U)	 =LG1_ d 

where '(x) = y and p() = y. As D = J_i(ç',)DJi(ça,x), then 

J_ 1 (, ) 1 D I Jp-'(U) 

=D—o U J Gi(y—b(y)dy. 

From Theorem 4 we now have that 

D10 f	 = p'(U) 
In greater generality we obtain, by similar arguments, the following 

Theorem 11. Suppose that b(y) is a bounded Ckfunction on the bounded domain. 
U. Then

D I,-	 Gk(x - ) J_k(,(()) dx = 
- 

when k=1,...,n—1 for n even and k=1,... for n odd. 

Theorem 11 tells us that the function 

f	G(x - !Lo )J_k(p,,b(ç()) dXn 

is a solution to the equation Dkf(x) = J_k(p,b(ço(.)) over the unbounded domain 
p'(U), where '(x)) is a bounded Ckfunction on U. Previously, one has needed to 
use an approximation theorem in order to solve the equation D k f = g on an unbounded 
domain (see [5: p. 161]). 

Suppose now that ( y ) E LP (U, A(C)) with p> n. Then, as has been observed in 
the previous section, it follows from Holder's inequality that 

lu
G i (y—)(y)dy'1
 -
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is a bounded, measurable function on U. Consequently, for any C°°-function 77 : U 
A(C) with compact support, we have that 

(()D) fu G, (y - 

is an L'-function on U. Using Fubini's theorem and changing variables, we now see 
that

	

f
Gi(x -	 dx" 

- 1 

is a generalized solution to the equation 

D f(x ) = 

on the unbounded domain p'(U). 

Definition 3. Suppose that V is a domain in IR" and rn V —p R U fool is a 
non-negative measurable function. Then we shall denote the right A(C)-module 

	

{ f: V —p An(C):	If()Im()d" <} 

by L'(V,m(x)). 

The module LP (V, m(x)) is an example of a weighted L P-space. We now have by 
similar arguments to those used to establish Theorem 10 the following 

Theorem 12. Let k = 1,...,n - l,p> 11 and 

1(x) E LP(a(U), 11c + dII_2n+(n)P). 

Then

J 
23 a generalized solution to the equation D'f(x) = 1(x) on 

We now turn to show how a number of results obtained over a bounded domain 
U, using the T-operator (in [11)), have analogues over the unbounded domain	'(U). 
We shall begin by solving the equation Au = k on	'(U), where k() is a bounded
C'-function and

lim 	<.	 (16) 
X 00 

As U is bounded and	(U) is unbounded, then there is a point Y o e U such that 
= 

Now consider the function h(x) = J_ 1 (c + d)k(x). It follows from (16) that 
II - II 2 II h('())II is a bounded function on U \ {}. We now look at the T-
transform on U of h(cp'(y)). First we have
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Lemma 1. The integral

y')h(cp'(y)) dy' 

gives a well-defined function on U \ JyO 

Proof. For each point y' E U \ {} we have that 

JU 
G I (y - y') h (W - ' (y)) dyy' =

	

I	— y')h(p'(y)) dy's

B(,II—y'Il)riU 

	

+	I
	

G(y - y')h(p'(y)) dy". 

U\B(y,411y—y'II) 

As g(x) is a bounded function satisfying (16), it follows that h('(y)) is a bounded 
function on U \ B ( , II - 'II) . Consequently, the integral 

f Gi(y_y')h(cp(y))dy" 

U\B(y,II-y'II) 

is well-defined. Now 

f Gl(Y_Yl)h(7_i(y))dYt1 
B (yIIy —y 'fl) riU

IIoV,II 
2' ' 

<C	 sup	_. IIy—tI2Ih((y))I	J	R3dR 
yEU -

0

IIv	iiII where C is some constant depending on the dimension n. As f0 ° - R dR < oo, 
it follows that the integral is well-defined for each y ' E U \ {} I 

We also have 

Lemma 2. For each y' E U \ fyo 

I G 1 (y-y")h(ço(y))dy'	 (17) 

UnB(,4IIy0-y1II) 

is a left-regular function on u  B(y' ) II -
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Proof. Given e >0, we can find hER (i = 1,...,n) such that 

sup	 sup 
yE B ( y Il y - y 'lI) y" E	 y',1-y'lI) 

G i (y - y" + h.e 1 ) - Gi(y- v") - -
7 G i (y-y") <C. 

•ay, 

Consequently, 

sup	 sup
yE B ( 0 ,II y - y 'lI) y" E B(y',*IIy-y'II) 

J-	" I,) 

	

h,	 ay,	
_Y) )d' 

unB(,4IIy0_y1II)
II	 ilin-2 

	

1	II—lI 
cCsupIIy—II2IIh(1(y)) 

yEU	 un _ 

It follows from this that 

1 lim— 
h.o h 1	J	G, (y - y" + he) -	- 

Un B(,y—y'fl)

ôG1 
=	J 

UnB(y, 411v0-y'II) 

for each y" E B(y', II —'II) . Thus, the integral (17) defines aleft-monogenic function 
on UflB(,II —i'II)' 

Thus, we have 

Lemma 3. The identity

'' 
/ G, (y - y"	 II)) )h(o'(y)) dy' = h('(y 

_JU	- 

holds. 

Proof. As g(x) is abounded C'-function on	U), then h('(y)) is abounded 
C'-function on U \ B(, i lly' -	From [11, 12] it now follows that 

f 
U\B(IIy'-yII) 

The result now follows from Lemma 2 1
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Using the change of variable arguments that we have employed throughout this 
paper, it may be observed on combining Lemmas 1 - 3 that we have deduced 

Proposition 6. Suppose that g(x) is a bounded C' -function defined on the bounded 
domain co'(U). Suppose also that	 <00. Then the integral 

fçp'(U) 

is a well-defined C'-function on p'(U) and 

D. 	G1(x—x')g(x)dx=g(x'). 
çp'(U) 

It should be noted that Proposition 6 remains valid if we replace the condition 
lim_ 0 11 cx +dI'IIg(x)II < cc by the condition lim. IIc+dII a IIg()II <cc, where 
a < n + 3. However, the reason for choosing a = n - 1 becomes apparent in 

Lemma 4. Suppose f: p 1 (U) -p An(C) is a bounded C'-function and lim. 
Ic + dII"' IIf()II <cc. Then 

lim lI c . + dII"' I,—	 G,(x—x')f(x')dx"2<cc. 
'(U) 

Proof. Place k(x) = (cx+d)"f(x) and l(y) = k(co'(y)). As 1(x) is a bounded 
C'-function and lim. II cx + dII"'IIf(x )II < +cc, it follows that l(y) is a bounded 
C'-function on U. So (see [12]) 

h(y') = JG, (y' —y)l(y)dy'3 

is a bounded C'-function on U. But 

fU
G, (y' —y)l(y)dy = J1 ( ' )_ ' J	G,(x' 
 - - - - 

So
h(çc(x')) = J, (,x')' f	G, (x' —x)f(x) dxtm. 

c'(U) 

As h(ço(x)) is a bounded C 1 -function, it follows that 

lim Il c + d II tm ' J_,(,)h(())M <+00 
X CO 

and the statement is proved I 

Combining Lemmas 1 - 4 and Proposition 6 we obtain
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Theorem 13. Suppose that k(x) is a bounded C'-function on the unbounded do-
main co'(U). Suppose also that lim_. II c + dII''II k ( x )II < +00. Then 

f G, (1' - x) (J	Gi(x" - x')k(x")dx" 
c'(U)	 -1(U)	 J 

is a solution to the equation u(x) = k(x) on 

Via analogues of Lemmas 1 - 4 and Proposition 6 we have the following generaliza-
tion of Theorem 13. 

Theorem 14. Suppose that k(x) is a bounded C'-function on the unbounded do-
mainp'(U), where l= 1,...,-1 when nis even, and l=1,... , !! when nis odd. 
Suppose also that limx....c, II c + dII"'II( kx )II < +. Then 

f-'(U)	-	
(f_I(U)" _')k(h1)d fin ) dx' 

is a solution to the equation /.'u(x) = k(x) on 

From now on we shall assume that the domain U has a Lipschitz continuous bound-
ary. We shall now attempt to solve the equation 

Lu(x) = g() 

on	(U), subject to the condition u(x) = 0 on ab — '(U). Moreover, g(x) is a bounded 
C'-function with	Ilc. + dIl'' II g (')II <00. We first have 

	

Lemma 5. Suppose that g	(U) - An(C) is a bounded C'-function and
lim_ II c . + dII' II()II < 00. Then 

J
G 1 ( - 

çp_1(U) 

is an L'-integrable function on 

Proof. From Lemma 4 we have that 

lim 11c + dII1 J' 
	 _')g(II) dxhl <00.
(U)  

Consequently, upon setting 

k() = J	Gi ( IL —')g(x')dx", 
çp'(U) 

we have 

J	Re (k(x)(x)) df	sup Ik(1)112 (f dx + c f R4.1dR) 
U1	 1



Now

I 
U  B (	1 L !' ii) 

+	IU\B(-0y	 —'ii) ' 

= Gi(y—y')h(co'(y)) dy'1 

G i (y - y')h('(y)) dy'1.
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where Re(k(x)Ic(x)) denotes the real part of k()k(x), c n is a positive constant which 
depends on dimension, and U is a bounded subdoma.in of y'(U). 

The proof of Lemma 15 also tells us that any bounded C'-function h: cp(U)
A(C) which satisfies lim1_00 II c + dII"I h (x )II < oo is an L2 -integrable function on 

'(U). Let A2 (o'(U), —n+1) denote the right-A(C) pre-Hilbert module of bounded 
solutions to the Dirac equation Df(x) = 0 on a neighbourhood of '(U), satisfying 
the asymptotic condition

lim II cx + dIIIIf(x )Il <00. 

For each point 110 E 1R0 \	'(U), we have that G1( - ') E A 2 (cp 1 (U), —n + 1). 
Let A2 (cp'(U), —n +	denote the right-A(C) pre-Hilbert module of bounded C 1 -
functions defined on a neighbourhood of p'(U), g	(U) -* A0 (C), such that 
lim_ 00 11c + dII'' II()II <00 and 

J
(x)f(x)dx'1 = 0	for all f,g E A2 (o(U),—n + 1). 

P_I 

If we allow L2 (o'(U), —n+1) to denote the right-A(C) pre-Hilbert module of bounded 
C'-functions g :	-i An(C) such that lim 1 _00 11c +	 < oo, then
we have 

Lemma 6. The identity 

—n + i) = A 2 (o 1 (U), —n + i) A 2 (o'(U), —n + 1) 1
 holds. 

We now try to give a better characterization of A2 (cp(U), —n + 1)'. First, we 
need

Lemma 7. Suppose that g(x) is a bounded C'-function on p(U) and lim_00 
II c + dII'II g (x )II < 00. Then 

lim 11c + dII3 f-1(U) 
C 1 (x - dxlT1 <00. 1-00 

Proof. Suppose Y. E U is such that	= 00. Then, on putting k(x) = 11c +
dII" II()II we get that

lim II y— I 2 M h ( 1 (y )) Il <±00. - 
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Furthermore,

fGi(y-y')h('(y))dy 

B(H-y'II)

1 
1 ( yE U

sup  II -	II 2 M h('(y)) i) 
II yo - y'II 

for some positive number C 1 . Also, 

fG
i (y - y')h((y)) dy 

U\B(IIy-y'II) 
C2 

II	-	 IIGi(	- ')II II	 '2 - II 2 II h('(y))II dy 

U\B(',4II-111 

for some positive number C2 . Now 

f	IIGi(—')II II	- yII2IIh('(y))IIdy'2 

U\B(2',4Iy_y1II) 

C3 sup JJY - y11 2 h(y'(y)) I I J 
II G i( - ')II dy'2 

yEU 

for some positive number C3 . As U is a bounded domain, it now follows that 

hi	- II2 [f 
G i (y - y')h('(y)) dYl < +00. 

Upon changing variables, it now follows that 

lim II c + dII'23	Gi(x - 
x')g(x1)dxlnl <00 1-00	

^V'_'(U) 

and the statement is proved I 
We now have 

Proposition 7. Suppose that n > 4 and 3cl'(U) is bounded. Then for each 
g e A2 (p(U),-n + i)) there is a bounded C 2 -function h on p'(U) such that 
Dh = g and h(x) = 0 on 0c1'(U).
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Proof. Suppose that g E A2 (p'(U),—ri+ 1)'. Then from Proposition 6 we have 

g(x)=D I	G1(x—x')g(x')dx"1 

Put
k(x)	f	Gj (IL —')g(x')dx'.

'(U) 

If the positive number R is chosen to be sufficiently large, we now have that 

	

f	(k(x)D)f(x)dx' 

	

=	f	(x)f(x)dcx)—	J	.(x)n(x)f(x)da(x) 

ac1-'(U)	 S— 1(2,R) 

for each I e .A2 (p'(U), —n + 1), where S"' (o, R) is the sphere in 1R' of radius R and 
centered at o. As lim. II cx + dII"' IIf()II < +oo, it follows from Lemma 7 that, 
when n > 4, we have 

lim	 = 0. 
R—oo ^Vsn-1(2,R)	

^^ 	
. 

Consequently,

J (k(x)D)f(x)dx"=J
ad w-'(U)

ic(x)n(x)f(x)da(x). 

So

Ja	'(U) ic(x)n(x)f(x)da(x) = 0. 

Upon placing f(x) = Gi(x - ), where x 1 E R" \'(U) and letting 1 1 approach the 
boundary of	'(U), we obtain

(x)n(x)G i (IL —x 1 )da(x)= k(Z) 
8cI — '(U)	 2 

for almost all	E ôclp(U). Upon setting 

h(x) = k(x) —f	Gi(x—x')n(x')k(x')dc(x') 
'(U) 

we obtain the result I
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Using Proposition 7 and the projection operator 

F: ..42(co(U), —n + 1) A 2 (ço(U), —n + i)T - A2 (ç0 -1 (U), —n + 

we obtain 
Theorem 15. Suppose that n > 4 and ôclço'(U) is bounded. Suppose also that 

g(x) is a bounded C'-function on '(U) and 1im_,. II c + dII''IIg(x) <. Then 
there is a unique C 2 -function u() on ço'(U) satisfying 1u = g and u(x) = 0 on 
ôc1cp (U). Moreover,

Du(x) =
ç'(U) 

Adaptations of our previous arguments, and arguments presented in [11], gives us 
Theorem 16. Suppose that n > 4 and Ocl'(U) is bounded. Suppose also that 

.X(x) is a continuous function on acicp'(U) which extends to a bounded C'-function \' 
on ço'(U), and .V(x) has compact support. If g(x) is a bounded C'-function on cp'(U) 
satisfying 1im_. 0 , II c + dI''IIg(x) <00 , then there is a unique C'-function u(x) on 
p 1 (U) satisfying Au = g and u(x) = \(x) on 9c1'(U). 

We shall now show that we can drop the assumption that ç(U) has a bounded 
boundary. We begin with 

Lemma 8. Suppose that n > 4 and g E A2 (co'(U), —n + 1)'. Then, upon setting 

k(x) = 

we have

P.V.f
Gi ( IL —x')n(x')k(x')da(x') = k(x) 

actp-'(U)	 2 

for almost all x E 3c1(U). 

The proof follows similar lines to that of Proposition7. 
Suppose now that k(x) is as in Lemma 8. Then we have 
Lemma 9. The integral 

faclw(u)  G
i (x -

 

gives a well-defined solution to the Dirac equation on 

Proof. Now, 

J G i (x - 

= I Ji(y—ii)'Gi(y'—y)Jj(y'—ä1 
ad u 
x Ji ( ty - ã)n(y')J1(y' - à)k(ço'(y)) do(y')
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= y' and x = ( -dy + b)(y - a)- 1 . Consequently, 

f G 1 (x' - 

	

acIc-'(u)	
(18) 

= Ji(,y) 	f G, (y' - y)n(y')Ji(',y1)k(y(y))da(y'). 
3d U 

As lim_ II c + dli 3 11 k (x )ii < +, it follows that 

lim ii - ii2J'(' , y')k(p' (fl)) < + 00 - 

where -'() = + 00. As n > 4, it follows that 

Jadu
Gi(y' _y)n(yl)Ji(_I,yI)k(ç_1(y))da(yI) <00 

for each Y E U. Thus 

Jadu
Gi(y' _y)n(y1)Ji('y')k('(y'))d(y') 

defines a left-monogenic function on U. From (18) it follows that 

fad w-	
x'3

'(U) 
Gi(

 

defines a left-monogenic function on	(U) I 

It may easily be checked that k(x) is a locally Lipschitz continuous function on 
'(U). From this observation, and Lemmas 8 and 9, we obtain 

Proposition 8. Suppose that n > 4. Then for each g E A2 ('(U),-n + i) 
there is a C2 -functionh on	'(U) such that Dh = g and h(x) = 0 on 3cica(U). 

The result follows upon placing 

h(x) = k(x) - JOC IV-1 (u) 
G 1 (x' -	 da(x'). 

It follows that the condition that ôcbp'(U) to be a bounded set, appearing in 
Theorems 15 and 16 can be dropped.
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